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Spelling list: Tier 2 Words (anxious - assurance)

Tier 2 words are less common than high frequency (Tier 1) words. They are often integral to the 
comprehension of exam questions or core subject knowledge.

anxious If you are  , it means you are feeling or showing worry or unease.anxious

apparent If something is  , it means it is clear to see and understand.apparent

appendix
An  is a collection of extra information and materials at the end of a appendix

book.

appreciation
 is the recognition of the good things about someone or Appreciation

something.

approach
An  is the idea or action you intend to use to deal with a problem approach

or situation.

appropriate
If something is  , it means it is suitable for a particular person, appropriate

place, or condition.

approximate
If something is  , it means it is close or similar but not approximate

necessarily exact.

arbitrary
If something is  , it means it is random or based on individual arbitrary

preference.

area An  is a subject of study.area

arrive If you  somewhere, it means you reach there after travelling.arrive

aspects  are the distinct features or elements of something.Aspects

assembly
An  is a group of people who are gathered together for a common assembly

purpose.

assess If you  something, it means you evaluate its nature, quality, or ability.assess

assessment An  is a way of testing someone's ability.assessment
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assign If you  a job to someone, it means you make them responsible for its assign

completion.

assistance
If you give someone  , it means you help them by sharing their assistance

work.

assume
If you  something, it means you accept it without verification or assume

proof.

assurance An  is a statement intended to inspire confidence.assurance
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